Over the last month the Amity Foundation has been engaged in three major disaster relief projects. At the moment Amity staff is on-site providing relief supplies to people in need in **Sri Lanka**, **Ethiopia** and **Southern China**. This newsletter also reports about the situation in Ethiopia as experienced by Amity staff in the article **"The need for safe water in Ethiopia"**. Furthermore, it features the story of Liu JiuJong **"From Nanchang to Lhasa: Ride with AIDS 2017"**. JiuJong advocates for AIDS prevention and anti-discrimination through a public campaign since 2015. Read more latest news, including Amity’s efforts to advocate for philanthropic engagement on **China’s National Charity Day** and Amity’s camp to train the trainer for **Children at Risk**.

### Stories

**Infected with AIDS**, Liu JiuJong takes action to spread the message about AIDS prevention and anti-discrimination. He was diagnosed as having been infected with AIDS in 2007. In 2015, with the support of the Amity Foundation, he launched the project, "To ride with AIDS" and for two consecutive years, he cycled from Nanchang to Beijing. [Read more about his journey.]

Nowadays, more and more young people in China grow up in middle-class environments and as everywhere else in the world they ask themselves what to do after high school. In the story: **"The world is right beside you"**, you can experience more about how young adults from China spending a gap year in Germany through Amity’s exchange programs.

We are in the Fafan Zone in Ethiopia. For more than two consecutive years, the region is suffering a drought and water security crisis. Although it is supposed to be the rainy season, the region has not seen much rainfall this year”, explains our driver. [Read the whole story: **"The need for safe water in Ethiopia"**.]

### Publications

The latest Amity Outlook features stories and news about developments of the Amity Foundation. Along with articles on autism, we also include a report on Amity’s efforts on internationalization as we extend our service to more needy people in Africa. [Read the online issue of the Amity Outlook No.17 here.]

### Amity News

[China’s National Charity Day] [Pfrang students visit Nanjing]
'Living Water' for drought victims in Ethiopia

English Teachers' Training Workshop

Sri Lanka Floods

A journey to grow - A camp for Children at Risk

Amity provides flood relief in southern China

If you want to make a donation for Amity's work, please click the link or visit the donation button.
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